Subject: Upgrading of the City’s current Wireless Network and add WiFi to the City’s Alert Centers.

Submitted By: Information Technology Department

Action Required: Ordinance  
Resolution
Approval
Information Report

Approved By: Bruce T. Moore  
City Manager

SYNOPSIS Approval of a resolution authorizing the City Manager to execute agreements with Presidio Networked Solutions, LLC, for the upgrade of the City’s current Wireless Network that is in operation in City Facilities.

FISCAL IMPACT The cost for this project will be $67,530.40, plus taxes and fees. The funds for this purchase are available from the Information Technology Department Account No. 103001-72400. This equipment will be purchased from Presidio under Arkansas State Contract, AR No. 4600036986.

RECOMMENDATION Approval of the resolution.

BACKGROUND The first portion of the City’s Wireless Network infrastructure was install 2012 with additional locations and access point being added in the years since. The new infrastructure will provide a more reliable, faster access, add WiFi to the City’s Neighborhood Resource Centers, and have capacity for the new Police Headquarters.